Warren Peter
CLOWES
Master Pat
Warren Peter Clowes was the only child1 of Peter Legh and Edith Emily (nee Warren)
Clowes who were married in 1895 at Leighton Buzzard in Bedfordshire.
Warren Peter, Master Pat, was killed in action in France on March 30th 1918.2 His
Memorial Service3 Sheet states that he was born on 7th January 1898. But it does not say
where.4
Wherever he was born, his story here in Eardisland starts in 1901:
November, 1901,.......home-coming of Col. and Mrs. Clowes and their small son, after nearly
2 years’ distinguished service in South Africa. 5
Many photographs of him over the following four years and a few at later dates, are
extant. Included in this account are only a few, specifically dated examples.
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The album page from which this originates is captioned in EEC handwriting Muirshiel Sept 02
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WI Book page 23.
Wellington Year Book, 1918, page 26, where a fully detailed account is to be found.
3
Here in Eardisland.
4
Current research indicates the Kensington District of London.[www.Find My Past].
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W.I. Book, page 23.
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W.I. Book To face Page 23.
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[1]

1903
EEC

PLC

WPC

Perhaps his first riding lesson?
1904

Dated from another on the same page of the album which is dated 1904 in EEC handwriting.
1906

This is the only known example of his handwriting and nb. that he refers to himself as:
“Pat Clowes”.
[2]

In 1910, at the age of 12, his education was continued at Wellington College,
Crowthorne, Berkshire.7
No information is currently available about his earlier education.8
1914

At end of Easter
holiday 1914

From Album at Burton Court

WPC left Wellington in May 1915 and went to the R.M.C.9..., and in August was gazetted
to 8th Hussars, which his father formerly commanded, and in which his great uncle, the late
Major G. Clowes, also served during the Crimean War.
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Aug.9.1915.
PLC and WPC at Burton Court.
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Letter from The Old Wellingtonian Society, 18th Nov. 2005 refers.
There is no evidence that he ever attended school here in Eardisland. That leaves as possibilities a ‘Prep
School’ or a private tutor, either locally at Burton Court, or at Wardour Lodge Sunningdale , Berkshire;
perhaps with other members of his extended family.
9
Royal Military College Sandhurst. [Wellington Year Book 1918, page 26].
10
From Wallet photographs, held at Burton Court.
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[3]

Wellington Year Book 1918 continues:
He served with the 10th Reserve Regiment of Cavalry in Dublin and in the West at the
time of the Irish Rebellion.
WPC

These photographs11 are captioned, in Mrs E.E. Clowes’ handwriting:
Taken at the Curragh & sent me afterwards 1916
Wellington Year Book 1918 continues:
He went to France in July, 1916…
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Wellington Year Book 1918 continues...July, 1916/ and was at first attached to the machinegun of the 6th Cavalry Brigade in the Thiepval portion of the line, was shortly after
transferred to the machine gun portion of the Amballa Brigade, and was thus with his own
regiment.
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Maroon Album.
Maroon Album: at HAS, reference awaited. Mrs Clowes’ handwriting. Photographed outside the Orangery at
Burton Court.

[4]

And then referring to 1917:
He was in action with his guns west of Peronne in March and April last year, through
Tincourt, Roisel, and Villers Francon.
Later in 1917 he was again photographed with PLC at Burton Court:
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And probably during the same visit these next two photograhs were taken:

EEC, his mother.
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From WI Book ‘To face page 22’.
Both from Maroon Album page 5 which includes five other photographs. It is captioned in Mrs Clowes’
handwriting “ July 1917”.

[5]

Master Pat, WPC, was killed in action in France on 30th March 1918.
These last photographs from the Maroon Album include detail in the writing of his
mother, Mrs E.E. Clowes. From her wording it is certain that the bottom two photograhs must
have been taken earlier that March, the top one later as suggested by what she says:
In Aug. 1918 the regt was near Coulain court & sent me some plants from the garden – The
“London Pride” in the garden at Burton Court all taken from Pat’s plant.

The final lines of his obituary entry in the Wellington Year Book are best included as
first published, unadulterated by my typing:

[6]

This newspaper cutting probably comes from the Leominster News:
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Record of the Memorial Service survives in various versions, particularly pertinent
being:
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IMG 718 associated with the Maroon Album.
IMG 725. Probably from Leominster Deanery Magazine.

[7]

Boy Scouts and choir attended Memorial Service for Lieut. Clowes
A letter signed my members of the Scouts has survived:
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It records the otherwise un-documented fact that he had been their Scoutmaster.
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From the section about the school in the WI Book, at its page 45; where it is wrongly dated to 1917.
With other documents associated with the Maroon album, and the Maroon Album itself; at HARC.

[8]

Other newspaper records of the Memorial Service survive from one of which this next
extract is taken:

Dated 19th April 1918 is a letter from a wounded member of the regiment, C. Perry:

Perry wrote again dated 24th April:
See next page…….
[9]

The letter continues on the next page…….

[10]

[11]

Master Pat was buried at Fouilloy in France.
Dated in Mrs Clowes’ writing to 1925 are photographs of the cemetery. The wording
indicates that she herself may have taken the photographs. The trees in the background
suggest that they was taken late in the year, although it may equally be that the ravages of
war were still evident in their condition. It should be noted that Colonel Clowes died at
Burton Court on February 23rd 1925 after a short illness.

[12]

Back here in Eardisland there are three memorials to Master Pat still extant.
On the south wall of the nave of the church, in the area which many centuries earlier had
been a chapel associated with the lords of the Manor of Burton, is a plaque:

The wording reads:
REMEMBER
WARREN PETER CLOWES
Who served in the King’s Royal Irish Hussars
As his father and Great-Uncle did before him.
He was killed when leading his men near
Warfussee-AbouCourt during the defense of
Amiens on March 30th 1918 aged 20 years.

[13]

The church organ was given by Colonel and Mrs Clowes. Carved on its casing, on the
bottom left panel of the keyboard cover is:
To the Glory
of God
and
in Memory of
our very dear son
Warren Peter
Clowes
P.L.C.
E.E.C.
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As seen by me in January 2006.
My photograph. 2nd April 2017.

[14]

His name is included with the others on the Village War Memorial.
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…….………………… FINIS ……………………..
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Undated archive photograph. Probably 1920.
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